
-23:Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM)

4. Whatis a GMM?
5. Inference - Assign datapointto a cluster

3. Learning - Decide mean ance of each cluster
Le

cluster]an*2 cluster 2
location shape

How was the data generated?

.* exa, ...y

1. Randomly choose cluster 1 or 2

2.Sample from a ↑
Xi Gaussian distribution Latent

variable
xX for the chosen cluster

For this dataset:#clusters =1 =2

It, =2/3, T22 = Y3 2 Ti: Probability of choosing cluster:
in Step 1

N, =[ - 83
I

E.,:(N2=2e30). Reasonable parameterewantto learn given
this dataset

-

Ference:Inter probability distribution ofall
unobserved in

random variable the data

(In contrast, learning means fitting parameters)-

Terminology:For each i=1, ...,-

Zi is latentvariable devoting cluster choice = fl, ...,K3
X i is random variable we do observe as X(i)



Inference problem:Given:
=Xi =x(i) and
- knowing Trick, Nick, and Eick

Compute P(2: (Xix";Mik, Nik, Iiik)

Cluster 3 P(2: =e/Xi=x)

D - izi

*-*Deide which
*P(2i =b) P(Xi =x12i =b)
b =1

W Cluster this
Cluster

2 most likely
comes from

①P(2i =c) =Tc Gaussian wi

② P(Xi =x"(2i =c)
mean Nc, covoriance Zc

6 conditionedonbeinginseewhat
is

z! exp(. (x-N.I."(x"
- N1)

d=dimension

of data Comparison: exp(-.N
univariate
Gaussian
-

Amements



Learning GMMS-
Comparison with K-Means
· Assignments ("hard assignments") in Latentvariables

I"soft assignments")
· Centroidsa parameters

K- Means: Alternate between updating assigments
I updating centroids

Edy:Een- Maximization (EM)
Generally used when you have both

- Latentvariables AND
- Unknown parameters I make

&①E-step:
Infer latentvariable's distributions I assignmentsbased on

G given currentguess of parameters current

② M-step:Choose bestparameters that fit the data centroids

based on the inferred distribution ofjI chooselatent variables new centroids
based on

currentGMMs: assignment
-tep For each i=1, ...,n, infer distribution for 2:

Call ric: P(Zi=c 1 Xi=xi); current parameter guess)

Jo
Comes from inference procedure

above

cer digs deser



step we have:

Actual take of all theXis

Distribution for each 2:

Can'tdirectly do MLE, but can dosomething similar
we will maximize completeloglikelihood (EC)

-

ECLL (TK, Nik,Zik]=
I
Ez Tie logP(Xix", 2i

=2; π,N,z)
i =1c =1 e
E

"Complete"bk
"Expected" compute likelihood of

both X: &Z:
Whatchoices ofNick, Nick, 2.. maximize

ECLL?

StartwithN (Na, ...,N are symmetric)

Taking gradientwrit N, & Seti
=0

R

TN,

EckDaix,E,z:e
doesntdepend
on Ni

-isbaseit
wrt Ni



=Eri(--N, 2,"(x-Nis]
xXx=2Ax

-Eri22,x"-N).) =0

=Eriz"(X-N) =8

E =(I,"). Erlx" -Ni) =50

Er(x"-ND =0 =>

Errixisiswee* how likely each exaycle
was in cluster1

P (example 1in cluster i of
+ p(example 2 in cluster 1 I I Expected numbert - examples in cluster1

<L "n in cluster

K. =ri I Soft version ofcountinginaustedin
Expectation of

I, = Na (X-NaST 1 (x-Ne)(X-NC)Eric usi,is a Do:



this is one deEnition ofcovariance


